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DON’T MISS YOUR CHANCES TO WIN IN THIS YEARS RAFFLE...

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

....Check out our back page for map details to Banquet
LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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ADVENTURES IN MEXICO
Fish. Eat. Sleep. Do it again tomorrow. I
am quite casual while I stay at the trailer park in
Mexico, I have no need to impress anyone.
Dave Weaver and Joe Staller arrived a week
early for the Desert Fly Caster trip and did have
some impressive fishing, with good tides, good
weather, and good fish. When I arrived late
Thursday
evening
they
had
tales
of
many big
fish from La
Pinta (the
s e c o n d
estuary),
and a concern that
the
wind
would be a problem on Friday. Sure enough
Friday morning brought more waves and wind
than we wanted. Mark Lucht did an
impromptu guided tour of Puerto Penasco
while we
waited for
the waves
to
calm
d o w n .
There
is
more to do
in Rocky
Point than
fish,
but
that is a
tough sell
job to fishermen eager to get on the water.
Later
Friday
afternoon
t h e
waves
calmed
a n d
some
people
were
s u c cessful in getting on the water with pontoon
boats. Other unfortunates got dumped, and
scattered down the beach, losing and breaking
things along the way. "Timing is everything." I
told the Thomas and Thomas warranty guy as I

did paper work to send in my broken 8 weight
rod for repairs
Monday morning. Not all
was lost and
broken, Friday
evening we lifted our spirits
and socialized
over appetizers
and fish stories.
When
the
sun came up
S a t u r d a y
morning the
water looked good, and we launched eighteen pontoon boats on the Sea of Cortez.
Fly fishing saltwater is different than fishing

for Trout in the White Mountains. One uses
larger gear, usually an 8 weight rod, and
more sinking lines to get your Clouser
Minnow down in the water column.

Everone caught fish on Saturday, but the fish
were sulking from the wind, and they were not
as cooperative as usual. We launched from the
beach at the Playa De Oro Rv Park and let the
incoming tide take us into town where we
stoppped for lunch at the Vina Del Mar. While
we had lunch the tide changed and the wind
came up at our backs, and that made an easy
return fishing trip to the RV Park.
Saturday night's banquet at Capones Pizza was
a festive occasion with more socializing, fish
stories, and plans being made to fish new water.
The raffle table had several good prizes including a rod, several reels, art, and useful items that
a camper/fisher could use. This was our first
year at Capones and they did a good job at taking care of our group. This was one of the
busiest places in town, some long time busi-

By Vince Deadmond

nesses have closed because of the bad economy.
Sunday I usually head home early
or wait until Monday to avoid the
delay at the border, but since I missed
a fishing day on Friday I could not
turn down a deal on a panga fishing
trip. The panga is the work boat in
Mexico, and we were able to load 7
fishermen on the boat. Only two or
three could fly fish at one time, but
they had good conventional tackle on
board as well. Our captain Francisco
put us on fish several times, but the
wind made fishing difficult. There
was a fishing platform on the bow of
the boat but the waves were too rough to stand
up most of the time. One of my casts hit the
back of my cap and flung it in the water, the
hook stuck, so it was easy to retrieve my hat.
My friends found this quite amusing. We landed fish on the fly rod, but the larger Trigger (up
to
5
pounds)
a n d
Cabrilla
w e r e
landed
with conventional
gear.
When
we got
b a c k
f r o m
fishing, Dave Weaver and I packed up the
camper and headed back to the Valley of the
Sun. While it did not seem like many people
were in Puerto Penasco the line at the border
took an extra hour to pass in the late afternoon.
According to the border guard that is about par.
My suggestion is to leave early Sunday morning
or leave on Monday. Puerto Penasco has temperatures similar to Phoenix and is a great place
to have an adventure in the fall, winter, or
spring.
Vince Deadmond the Fly Fishing Hardware
Guy can be reached at vince@ajbest.com or at
Best Hardware 237 N Apaache Trail, Apache
Junction, AZ or 480 092 7461 for more fishing
stories. Desert Fly Casters meet on the second
Wednesday of the month at the American
Legion in Tempe, AZ.
The web sight www.desertflycasters.com
<http://www.desertflycasters.com> has information on speakers, outings, and how to join
in the fun.
Photos by David Hwang
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January- 2010 Tying Session
For the intermediate fly tying kick off we are meeting at Arizona FlyFishing
Wednesday, January 27, 2010 and John Rohmer will be tying a few
of his go to Bass flies.
The class will be limited to 7 due to space
.... we’ll have more information for the January Newsletter.

AZ FlyFishing
is located at:
Mill and Baseline road Southwest corner and to sign-up call Tom Horvath at: 602.768.7280

May you feel the handle
as the rod bows, the line tightens
and your net fills
plentifully with new memories.
...Best of fly fishing to all of the
Desert Fly Caster Trout Bums
and their friends for 2010.
Best Wishes- DFC Board of Directors
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Fishing Small Streams in Arizona
here are a lot of things I don’t understand. Like people who enjoy
running. I’ve never experienced the runner’s high nor can I see
the enjoyment from climbing the highest mountain while needing
oxygen and a dozen Sherpas to carry all my stuff. I don’t understand
the pleasure one feels from eating salted fish eggs (Caviar) or the need
to travel somewhere on vacation to stay in a resort. I mean serious, I
can sit at home and watch TV and lay around by the pool. But all this
is okay. I don’t have to understand
other people. It is enough just to
understand myself. Most people can’t
understand why I enjoy fly fishing or
more specifically, why I’d be willing
to spend nearly 2 hours to hike into a
canyon to catch small fish in a creek.
(Some call it a crick, though I’m still
not sure what the difference is between
a crick and a creek.)
I’ve talked with folks before, even
fellow fly fishers, that use colorful, 4letter words to express their feelings
when I invite them to hike into a
canyon to do small stream fishing.
Some go as far as to ask “how big are
the fish?” When I tell them, their
“NO!” is preceded by an emphatic and even more colorful 4-letter
word.
Okay, let’s get something straight. I do not enjoy punishing my knees
and toes by strapping on a pack and having to climb out of a canyon at
all. In fact, the whole time I’m hiking in, turning at every switchback,
there is a voice in the back
of my mind screaming out
and throwing a little
tantrum, telling me to turn
back now. Okay, maybe it’s
more like the Kubler-Ross
model of how one accepts
death. There was the
denial, anger, bargaining,
depression, and finally the
acceptance. Acceptance
came somewhere near the
bottom of the trail, when I
realized it was too late to
turn back now. But honestly, after a long summer of
float tubing on a lake filled
with the noise of motor
boats, people screaming for
each other’s attention, and
those that feel the need to blast a radio for the whole lake to hear, let
alone my disagreements with their taste in music, I’m seriously ready
for some peace and solitude.
So when fellow DFC member, Gentry Smith and I decided to hike
into one of the canyon streams in the mountains, I was all for it. We
loaded up our gear Sunday morning and headed up near Strawberry to
hike into an area that had the solitude and peace we were both looking
for. The goal was to explore and fish for wild trout and challenge ourselves a little more.
I have to admit, when I was at the top of the trail, looking into the
canyon, I began to wonder if I really wanted to do this….. Or could do
this. I also definitely regretted the country fried steak and eggs for
breakfast. The biscuit and gravy was something I already regretted as
we left the restaurant. We strapped on our day packs, started to remove
any excess weight that wouldn’t be needed (I definitely did not need the
carton of split shots nor the spare keys or my PDA) and we did a final
equipment check before starting our decent.
It took a little over an hour to get to the bottom and then head into
the stream. Being this late in a dry year, the water was skinny and the
fish were even skinnier. Everything was down to a trickle and what
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pools we did find were so much like still water that one bad cast is all
it took to spook the whole pool. Now for those of you that haven’t done
a lot of small stream fishing will have to learn that you will lose flies
more often on small streams than on lakes. On most small streams,
you’ll be competing with overhanging branches, logs, and other obstacles that will snag your fly
on back casts and misplaced forward casts. There
are always rocks and
branches under the water
too that will snag your fly
on the drift and usually a
shorter rod is a must. I tend
to favor my 6 1/2 foot 2 wt
rod. Typically I find that
the harder the cast, the
more likely it is that a trout
is lying in wait there.
They’re not stupid, after
all. They know good cover
and if they didn’t know it,
they’ve probably already
been caught.
Another thing you’ll notice is that the fish spook very easily and are
hard to spot on small streams. Often times, you’ll find that if you
approach the stream from the wrong angle or too fast or even have a
heavy foot step, your only indication of the fish will be a quick flash or
a shadow racing for cover. This pretty much means you’ve spooked the
pool and any casts now will often come out with no signs of fish ever
having been there. It’s best to stalk the pool carefully, observe how the
fish are feeding from a distance, and then plan out your cast carefully
before you even start your back cast. I typically use dry and dropper to
double my chances and on a good day, I’ll get doubles on,
The stream we fished had wild rainbows that had been stocked back
in the 60s and 70s. In fact, they were so dark that my first thought was
that they were browns but
I was told later by Kevin
Krai of Arizona fly fishing, that they were indeed
wild rainbows. The trout
here are very isolated and
not often fished, because
they are so hard to get to.
They may not be very
large, but you definitely
feel a sense of accomplishment from catching
them as they do make you
work for it.
My first experience on
a small stream was with
my 9 foot 5 wt rod. It can
be done and I even
enjoyed it enough to
know what I wanted for next time. For the streams I hit, I prefer shorter rods and you don’t even need to be able to cast very far. You’ll often
find yourself tying on small flies to match the hatch but with every rule,
there are always exceptions. There are quite a few people that have had
success with wooly buggers and even streamers. I tend to fish no larger than size 16 and on this trip, I don’t think I fished with anything larger than a size 20 nymph. On many smalls stream however, I find that
the trout are opportunistic feeders and if isolated enough and with deep
enough pools and good flows, they’ll take anything that comes close
enough to them to dart out, take a bite and dart back into cover.
For those that are new to small stream fishing, I’d highly advise that
you not try it alone the first time. You still need to follow all the basic
hiking rules. Let someone know where you are and when you plan on
getting back. You also make sure that you’re prepared for various
weather conditions and if you don’t know the area, a map and compass
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are recommended. Make sure you have enough water and snack to get
you through the day and definitely, pack light. I’d say this is a good
start. The best way to go is ask someone who fishes small streams to
take you with them. I also tend to learn a lot by watching others styles
and seeing different ways to fish the same water. It really is a lot of fun
and not all small streams are this difficult. My first experiences on
small streams were on Tonto Creek and Christopher Creek. Both fish
fairly well and have easy access.

As for our trip, the climb back up was one where that voice in the
back of my head got to repeatedly tell me “I told you so.” Still, we
paced ourselves and took some time to look back and enjoy the
scenery. Okay, I was enjoying the view more because I had a chance to
catch my breath. I also popped my knee at one point and the hike
became a little more.... interesting. The thought of being airlifted made
me smile enough but I think fishing with Vince Deadmond enough
times that his “cheap bastard” ways must have been rubbing off on me.
I would push on.
We found ourselves pulling off a few layers of clothing to dry off as
the last thing you want to do is be wet when the temperatures drop and
as the sun sank lower on the horizon, we started putting the layers back
on. By the time we reached the top, my legs were cramped and stiff
enough that I think the Frankenstein monster would have taken pity on
me. We made the last 1/2 mile hike back to the car and all joking aside;
I was enjoying every moment of it and looking forward to the next hike
and small stream adventure.
For those of you that want to start small stream fishing, there are
several books on small stream fishing as well as club members and
guides that specialize in it. If you have any interest in this, don’t be
afraid ask. But really, to understand it, you need to try it. Happy
Holidays everyone.
David Hwang

DFC JANUARY OUTING
What: Fun, Food, Casting Games, and maybe a little fishing
Date: Saturday, January 16th
Time: 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Location: Desert Breeze Park in Chandler
Address: 660 N. Desert Breeze Blvd E
Host: Cinda Howard
Your new Desert Fly Casters board is happy to bring back a very popular outing for January. New this year will be the Danish Casting
Games which are a series of casting stations similar to putt-putt/ miniature golf but designed for the fly caster. This will be fun
for everyone as it is not designed as a competition but as a fun, relaxed, event that will make you a better caster.
Our FFF Master Certified Instructors will be on hand to help you get through the course
and/ or answer any questions you might have.
There are nine stations in total. Here are a few examples.
Vespers- cast to a ring with both knees on the ground.
Limbo- cast to a ring that has an obstacle 3’ above the ground in front of it.
Straight and Narrow-cast to a ring between two ropes. The line can not touch the rope on either side.
Desert Breeze is also part of the Urban Lake program and is stocked with trout all winter long.
If you plan to fish be sure to get your new 2010 Urban fishing license.
Mark you calendars and come out, meet some of your DFC friends, do some casting, and of course some eating, and have fun.
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PRESIDENT’S DRIFT

Bob Harrison- December 2009

As you know the banquet will wrap up the year for this DFC board. It has been a good year
for me and I hope everyone in the club as well. I would like to thank all the board members that
planned and coordinated all the activities. We have had programs and outings each month
along with a few ‘unplanned’ outings by those that one trip a month just isn’t enough. We had
casting classes, fly tying classes and rod building classes that gave new members and experienced members a chance to try something new.
I would also like to thank all the members especially those that made it to the outings and
classes or helped with them. As you have probably heard more than once ‘It is a volunteer organization’. We always welcome having someone new step up to coordinate and outing or just
help with activities. The elected Board panel met last week to elect officers and sort out the rest
of the positions. There were a few new faces or returnees from past boards. The club should
be in good hands in the upcoming year. They would like nothing more than to hear ‘How can I
help?’.
It is banquet time. We have said most of this before but I will repeat again:
December 9th at the Knights of Columbus hall in Chandler. 644 E Chandler Blvd, Chandler AZ.
Doors will open between 5: 30 and 6:00. Dinner is expected to start between 6:30 and 7:00pm.
It is a potluck. Bring a side dish. Guests are welcome and they can buy tickets to participate in
the raffle. If they win too much, we may ask them to pay for membership (Just kidding). There
will be a banner elsewhere in the newsletter about ticket prizes. Most of the prizes will have
dedicated ‘buckets’. You only put tickets in the buckets you want to win. Some people have
been known to stack the odds in their favor with a lot of tickets.
If you have a donation for a raffle prize, get it to Dan Cramer as soon as you can. We will be
set up to label buckets and put out prizes the night of the banquet but it makes for a very busy
time and really cuts in to socializing that is going on. Early is better.
Thanks again for all the good times
Tight Lines
Bob
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DFC ANNUAL BANQUET...See ya there!
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